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Abstract. As machine learning techniques are being increasingly employed for text processing tasks, the need for training data
has become a major bottleneck for their application. Manual generation of large scale training datasets tailored to each task is a
time consuming and expensive process, which necessitates their automated generation. In this work, we turn our attention towards
creation of training datasets for named entity recognition (NER) in the context of the cultural heritage domain. NER plays an
important role in many natural language processing systems. Most NER systems are typically limited to a few common named
entity types, such as person, location, and organization. However, for cultural heritage resources, such as digitized art archives,
the recognition of fine-grained entity types such as titles of artworks is of high importance. Current state of the art tools are
unable to adequately identify artwork titles due to unavailability of relevant training datasets. We analyse the particular difficulties
presented by this domain and motivate the need for quality annotations to train machine learning models for identification of
artwork titles. We present a framework with heuristic based approach to create high-quality training data by leveraging existing
cultural heritage resources from knowledge bases such as Wikidata. Experimental evaluation shows significant improvement
over the baseline for NER performance for artwork titles when models are trained on the dataset generated using our framework.

Keywords: training data generation, named entity recognition, cultural heritage data, weakly-supervised learning

1. Introduction

Deep learning models have become popular for
natural language processing (NLP) tasks in recent
years [1]. This is accounted to the superior perfor-
mance achieved by the neural networks-based tech-
niques on a wide range of NLP problems as compared
to the traditional statistical techniques. State-of-the-
art results have been achieved by deep learning ap-
proaches for named entity recognition, question an-
swering, machine translation and sentiment analysis,
among others [2–4]. As supervised learning techniques
have become ubiquitous, the availability of training
data has emerged as one of the major challenges for
their success [5]. For standard NLP tasks, the research
community has been leveraging a set of common and
widely distributed training datasets that are tailored
to the respective tasks [6–9]. However, such training

*Corresponding author.

datasets are not generically applicable to variations of
the standard problems or to different domains. With-
out relevant good quality training data, even the most
successful and innovative deep learning architectures
cannot hope to achieve good results.

In this work, we focus on the named entity recog-
nition (NER) task which seeks to identify the bound-
aries of text that refer to named entities and to catego-
rize the found named entities into different types. NER
serves as an important step for various semantic tasks,
such as knowledge base creation [10], machine trans-
lation [11], relation extraction [12] and question an-
swering [13]. Most NER efforts are restricted to only
a few common categories of named entities, i.e., per-
son, organization, location, and date. This is generally
referred to as coarse-grained NER, as compared to the
fine-grained NER or FiNER which aims to classify the
entities into several more entity types [14, 15].

FiNER helps to precisely determine the semantics
of the identified entities and this is desirable for many
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downstream tasks. Previous research has demonstrated
that the performance of the relation extraction task,
that takes the named entities as input, is boosted by a
considerable margin when supplied with a larger set
of FiNER types as opposed to the four types [14, 16].
Question answering systems have also been shown to
benefit from fine-grained entity recognition as it helps
to narrow down the results based on expected answer
types [17, 18]. Fine-grained NER is also essential for
domain-specific NER, where different named entity
categories are of higher importance and relevance de-
pending on the domain itself. E.g., for a company deal-
ing with financial data, named entity types such as
Banks, Loans, etc. would be important to detect and
classify, while for biomedical data, the names of Pro-
teins, Genes, etc. would be important to correctly iden-
tify.

Most of the recent neural network based NER mod-
els have been trained on a few well-established corpora
available for the task such as the CoNNL datasets [7,
19] or OntoNotes [20]. Although these systems attain
state-of-the-art results for the generic NER task, their
performance and utility for identifying fine-grained en-
tities is essentially limited due to the specific training
of the models. Thus, it comes as no surprise that it has
been a challenge to adapt NER systems for identifying
fine-grained and domain-specific named entities with
reasonable accuracy [21, 22].

This is especially true for cultural heritage data
where the cultural artefacts serve as one of the most
important named entity categories. Recently, there
has been a surge in the availability of digitized fine-
arts collections with the principles of linked open
data1 gaining momentum in the cultural heritage do-
main [23]. The semantic web plays a central role as
the enabler of these technologies for the sharing and
linking of data between various GLAM(Galleries, Li-
braries, Archives and Museums) institutions across the
world [24, 25]. Initiatives such as OpenGLAM2 and
flagship digital library projects such as Europeana3

aim to enrich open knowledge graphs with cultural
heritage data by improving the coverage of the top-
ics related to the cultural domain. In this direction,
efforts have been made to digitize historical archives
in various domains. Particularly in the art domain, a
large collection of raw texts are yet to be explored and

1Linked Open Data: http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/
LinkedData

2OpenGLAM: http://openglam.org
3Europeana: http://europeana.eu

analysed. These collections consist of fine-arts related
texts such as auction catalogues, art books and exhi-
bition catalogues [26, 27]. In such resources, cultural
objects, mainly artworks such as paintings and sculp-
tures, are often described with help of unstructured
text narratives. The identification and extraction of the
mentions of artworks from such text descriptions facil-
itates search and browsing in digital resources, helps
art historians to track the provenance of artworks and
enables wider semantic text exploration for digital cul-
tural resources4.

While several previous works on FiNER have de-
fined entity types ranging from hundreds [14, 15, 29]
to thousands [30] of different types, they are not specif-
ically catered to the art domain. Ling et al. [14] have
defined 112 named entity types from generic areas.
Similarly to Gillick et al. [15], they added finer cate-
gories for certain types such as actor, writer, painter or
coach that are sub-types of the Person class, and city,
country, province, island, etc. that belong to the Loca-
tion type. They also added other new entity types such
as Building and Product that have their own sub-types.
Although these works have defined certain entity types
that are domain-specific, such as disease, symptom,
drug for the biomedical domain and music, play, film,
etc. for the art domain, an exhaustive list of all impor-
tant entity types for different domains is not achievable
in a generic fine-grained NER pipeline. As per the au-
thors’ knowledge, none of the existing efforts have ex-
plicitly considered and added an artwork such as paint-
ing or sculpture as a named entity type to their type
list. As such, there is no available large scale annotated
data for training supervised machine learning models
to identify artwork titles as named entities.

The focus of this work is to propose techniques for
generating large, good quality annotated datasets for
training FiNER models. We investigate in detail the
identification of mentions of artworks, as a specific
type of named entity, from digitized art archives5. To
this end, we leverage existing art resources that are
integrated in popular knowledge bases, such as Wiki-
data [31] and the Getty vocabularies [32] to first cre-
ate entity dictionaries for matching and tagging art-
work titles. We also incorporate entity and dataset la-

4Note that in this work, we use the term ‘artworks’ to primarily
refer to fine-arts such as paintings and sculptures that are dominant
in the digitized collections that constitute our dataset. This term is
inspired from previous related work such as [28]

5NER is a language specific task and we focus in this work on the
English language texts that constitute a majority in our dataset.

http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData
http://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData
http://openglam.org
http://europeana.eu
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belling functions with the help of the Snorkel sys-
tem [33] to learn useful patterns for annotating training
data. Further, we augment the training data with sil-
ver standard annotations derived from well-structured
and clean texts from Wikipedia articles referring to art-
works. These silver standard annotations provide im-
portant textual features and patterns that are indica-
tive of artwork titles in free form texts. Our evaluation
demonstrates substantial improvement in NER per-
formance for two popular NER models when trained
with the high-quality annotations generated through
our methods. This confirms the effectiveness of our
methods while also validating our approach to focus
on generating high-quality training data that is essen-
tial for domain-specific tasks. Note that while we focus
on paintings and sculptures in this work (that reflect
the dominant artworks in our dataset), the proposed
techniques can be adapted and expanded for other gen-
eral forms of artworks such as music, novels, films and
video games as well, however this is beyond the scope
of the present work.

This work was first introduced in 2019 as a short
paper at the 23rd International Conference on Theory
and Practice of Digital Libraries [34]. We have since
significantly extended the techniques for the genera-
tion of the training data, that has enabled us to report
better NER performance in this version. Specifically,
we have made the following additional contributions
— The introduction section includes a discussion with
respect to existing efforts about the limitations of OCR
quality when it comes to digitization of old cultural
resources and the challenges it poses for the perfor-
mance of natural language processing tools for such
corpora. The related work section has been expanded
to include the recent works and a subsection to dis-
cuss and compare the previous works that have lever-
aged the Wikipedia texts for NER similar to our work
has been added. Section 3 presents an exploration of
the unique issues for the identification of artwork titles
from a linguistic perspective and the errors that arise as
a consequence of the linguistic phenomena. We have
significantly extended our approach for the generation
of training data by expanding the entity dictionaries
and leveraging the Snorkel system for incorporating la-
belling functions for annotations. Further, recognizing
the limitations of the quality of the training data due to
a noisy underlying corpus, we attempt to get clean and
well-structured texts from existing available resources
(such as Wikipedia) to generate silver-standard train-
ing data. The resulting improvement in performance
justifies the efficacy of the approach. In the experi-

ments, a second baseline NER model has been added
to strengthen the evaluation. Furthermore, a detailed
error analysis and discussion of the results of the semi-
automated approach has been added. The last section
introduces the first version of our NER demo that il-
lustrates the results of our approach and enables user
interaction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows : in the
next section, we compare and contrast the research ef-
forts related to our work. Section 3 elaborates on the
specific challenges of NER for artworks to motivate
the problem. In Section 4, we describe our approach
to tackle these challenges and generate large corpus of
labelled training data for identification of titles. In Sec-
tion 5 we explain the experimental setup and present
the results of our evaluation. Section 6 provides an
analysis and further discussion of the results. Finally,
Section 7 provides a glimpse of our demo that illus-
trates the NER performance for artwork titles through
an interactive and user-friendly interface.

2. Related Work

We discuss the related work under different cate-
gories, starting with a general overview of previous
work on NER and the need for annotated datasets, fol-
lowed by a discussion on domain specific and fine-
grained NER in the context of cultural heritage re-
sources. Then we present the related efforts for auto-
mated training data generation for machine learning
models, particularly for NER.

NER, being important for many NLP tasks, has
been the subject of numerous research efforts. Sev-
eral prominent systems have been developed that have
achieved near human performance for the few most
common entity types on certain datasets. Previously,
the best performing NER systems were trained through
feature-engineered techniques such as Hidden Markov
Models (HMM), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [35–38]. In the past
decade, such systems have been succeeded by neural
network based architectures that do not rely on hand-
crafted features to identify named entities correctly.
Many architectures leveraging Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNN) for word level representation [39–41],
and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for char-
acter level representation [42–44] have been proposed
recently. The latest neural-networks-based NER mod-
els use a combination of character and word level rep-
resentations along with variations of features from pre-
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vious approaches. These models have achieved state of
the art results on multilingual CoNNL 2002 and 2003
datasets [2, 45, 46]. Additionally, current state-of-the-
art NER approaches make use of pre-trained embed-
ding models, both on word and character level, as well
as language models and contextualized word embed-
dings [47–49].

However, all these systems are dependent on a few
prevalent benchmark datasets that provide gold stan-
dard annotations for training purposes. These bench-
mark datasets were manually annotated using proper
guidelines and domain expertise. E.g., the CoNNL and
OntoNotes datasets, that were created on news-wire ar-
ticles, are widely shared among the research commu-
nity. Since these NER systems are trained on a corpus
of news articles they perform well only for compara-
ble datasets. Also, these datasets include a predefined
set of named entity categories, which might not corre-
spond in different entity domains. In most cases, these
systems fail to adapt well to new domains and different
named entity categories [21, 22].

2.1. Domain specific NER.

There is prior work for domain specific NER, such
as for the biomedical domain. NER systems have
been used to identify the names of drugs, proteins
and genes [50–52]. But since these techniques rely on
specific resources such as carefully curated lists for
drug names [53] or biology and microbiology NER
datasets [54, 55], they are highly specific solutions
geared towards biomedical domain and cannot be ap-
plied directly to cultural heritage data.

In the absence of gold standard NER annotation
datasets, the adaptation of existing solutions to the art
and cultural heritage domain faces many challenges,
some of them being unique to this domain. Seth et
al. [56] discuss some of these difficulties and compare
the performance of several NER tools on descriptions
of objects from the Smithsonian Cooper-Hewitt Na-
tional Design Museum in New York. Segers et al. [57]
also offer an interesting evaluation of the extraction of
event types, actors, locations, and dates from unstruc-
tured text present in the management database of the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. However, their test data
contains Wikipedia articles which are well-structured
and more suitable for extraction of named entities. On
similar lines, Rodriquez et al. [58] discuss the perfor-
mance of several available NER services on a corpus of
mid-20th-century typewritten documents and compare
their performance against manually annotated test data

having named entities of types people, locations, and
organizations. Ehrmann et al. [59] offer a diachronic
evaluation of various NER tools for digitized archives
of Swiss newspapers. Freire et al. [60] use a CRF-
based model to identify persons, locations and organi-
zations on cultural heritage structured data. However,
none of the existing works have focused on the task
of identifying titles of paintings and sculptures which
are one of the most important named entities for the art
domain. Moreover, previous works have merely com-
pared the performance of existing NER systems for
cultural heritage, whereas in this work we aim to im-
prove the performance of NER systems by generating
domain-specific high-quality training data. In the con-
text of online book discussion forums, there are few ef-
forts to identify and link the mentions of books and au-
thors [61–63]. While this work is related to ours since
books can also be considered as part of cultural her-
itage, previous work has relied primarily on manually
generated annotations and supervised techniques. Such
techniques are not scalable to other entity types due
to the lack of reliable annotations for training purpose.
Recently, there has been increasing effort to publish
cultural heritage collections as linked data [27, 64, 65],
however, to the best of our knowledge, there is no
annotated dataset for NER available for this domain
which is the focus of this work.

2.2. Training Data Generation.

For the majority of the previous work related to
NER, the primary research focus has been on the im-
provement of the model architectures with the help of
novel machine learning and neural networks based ap-
proaches. The training as well as evaluations for these
models are performed on the publicly available popu-
lar benchmark datasets. This approach is not feasible
for targeted tasks, such as for the identification of art-
work titles due to the requirement of specialized model
training on related datasets. Manual curation of gold
standard annotations for large domain-specific corpus
is expensive in terms of human labour and cost, while
also requiring significant domain expertise. Hence our
work complements the efforts of NER model improve-
ments by focusing on the automated generation of
training datasets for these models.

In [66], the authors attempt to aid the creation of la-
beled training data in weakly-supervised fashion by a
heuristic based approach. Other works that depend on
heuristic patterns along with user input are [67, 68]. In
this work, we take the aid of Snorkel [33] for the cre-
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ation of good quality annotations(Section 4.2). Simi-
lar to our approach, Mints et al. [12] leveraged Free-
base knowledge base and used distant supervision for
training relation extractors.

In the context of generating training datasets for
NER, previous works have exploited the linked struc-
ture of Wikipedia to identify and tag the entities with
their type, thus creating annotations via distance super-
vision [69, 70]. Ghaddar and Langlais further extended
this work by adding more annotations from Wikipedia
in [71] and adding fine-grained types for the entities
in [72]. However, these techniques are only useful in
a very limited way for the cultural heritage domain,
since Wikipedia texts do not contain sufficient entity
types relevant to this domain. Previous works on fine-
grained NER have used a generic and cleanly format-
ted text like Wikipedia to annotate many different en-
tity types. Our focus in this work is to instead anno-
tate a domain specific corpus for relevant entities. Our
approach is able to work with noisy data from digi-
tized art archives to automatically create annotations
for artwork titles. We propose a framework to generate
a high-quality training corpus in a scalable and auto-
mated manner and demonstrate that NER models can
be trained to identify mentions of artworks with no-
table performance gains.

In the next section, we discuss the specific chal-
lenges of identifying artwork titles and motivate the
necessity of generation of training data for this prob-
lem.

3. Challenges for Detecting Artwork Titles

Identification of mentions of artworks seems, at first
glance, to be no more difficult than detecting mentions
of persons or locations. But the special characteristics
of these mentions makes this a complicated task which
requires significant domain expertise to tackle. We in-
troduce the named entity type artwork that refers to
the most relevant and dominant artworks in our dataset
of digitized collections, i.e. paintings and sculptures6.
Artworks in fine-art collections are typically referred
to by their titles, these titles could have been assigned
by artists or, in the case of certain old and ambiguous
artworks, by collectors, art historians, or other domain
experts. Due to the ambiguities that are inherent in art-

6The label artwork for the new named entity type can be replaced
with another such as fine-art or visual-art without affecting the pro-
posed technique

work titles, their identification from texts is a challeng-
ing task. As an example, consider the painting titled
‘girl before a mirror’ by Pablo Picasso — this title
merely describes in an abstract manner what is being
depicted in the painting and thus, it is hard to identify
it as a named entity without knowing the context of its
mention. Similarly, consider the painting with the ti-
tle ‘head of a woman’ — such phrases can be hard to
be distinguished as named entities from the surround-
ing text due to their generality. Yet, such descriptive ti-
tles are common in the art domain, as are abstract titles
such as ‘untitled’.

To circumvent ambiguities present in art-related
documents for human readers, artwork titles are typi-
cally formatted in special ways — they are distinctly
highlighted with capitalization, quotes, italics or bold-
face fonts, etc. which provide the required contextual
hints to identify them as titles. However, the presence
of these formatting cues cannot be assumed or guar-
anteed, especially in texts from art historical archives,
due to adverse effects of scanning errors on the qual-
ity of digitized resources [73]. Moreover, the format-
ting cues for artwork titles might vary from one text
collection to the other. Therefore, the techniques for
identifying the titles in digitized resources need to be
independent of formatting and structural hints, mak-
ing the task even more complex. Moreover, the quality
of digitized versions of historical archives is adversely
affected by the OCR scanning limitations and the re-
sulting data suffers from spelling mistakes as well as
formatting errors. The issue of noisy data further ex-
acerbates the challenges for automated text analysis,
including the NER task [58].

For this work, the underlying dataset is a large col-
lection of recently digitized art historical documents
provided to us by the Wildenstein Plattner Institute
(WPI),7 that was founded to promote scholarly re-
search on cultural heritage collections. This corpus
consists of different types of documents: auction cat-
alogues, full texts of art books related to particular
artists or art genres, catalogues of art exhibitions and
other documents. The auction and exhibition cata-
logues contain semi-structured and unstructured texts
that describe artworks on display, mainly paintings and
sculptures. Art books may contain more unstructured
text about the origins of artworks and their creators.
Table. 1 shows the proportion of the different kinds of
documents in the dataset. For reference, a sample doc-

7https://wpi.art/
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Table 1
Types of documents in WPI dataset

Document Type Count Ratio

Auction Catalogues 71,192 0.45
Books 42,370 0.27
Exhibition Catalogues 38,176 0.24
Others 7,054 0.04

ument8 from a similar collection is shown in Fig. 1.
The pages of the catalogues and books in the WPI
dataset were scanned with OCR and each page was
converted to an entry stored within an elastic search in-
dex. Due to the limitations of OCR, the dataset did not
retain its rich original formatting information which
would have been very useful for analysis. In fact, the
data suffers from many spelling and formatting mis-
takes that need to be appropriately handled. Fig. 2
shows a typical text excerpt that highlights the noise
in the dataset. After OCR of the page, the page num-
bers are merged with the text, any formatting indica-
tors present in the original page are lost, there are sev-
eral spelling errors and it is hard to distinguish the art-
work title from its description.

In order to systematically highlight the difficulties
that arise when trying to recognize artwork mentions in
practice, we categorize and discuss the different types
of errors that are commonly encountered as follows —
failure of detection of a artwork named entity, incor-
rect detection of the named entity boundaries, and in-
correct tagging of the artwork with a wrong type. Fur-
ther, there are also errors due to nested named entities
and other ambiguities.

3.1. Incorrectly Missed Artwork Title

Many artwork titles contain generic words that can
be found in a dictionary. This poses difficulties in the
recognition of titles as named entities. E.g., a paint-
ing titled ‘a pair of shoes’ by Van Gogh can be easily
missed while searching for named entities in unstruc-
tured text. Such titles can only be identified if they are
appropriately capitalized or highlighted, however this
cannot be guaranteed for all languages and in noisy
texts.

8from an exhibition catalogue - Lukas Cranach: Gemälde, Ze-
ichnungen, Druckgraphik ; Ausstellung im Kunstmuseum Basel 15.
Juni bis 8. September 1974, (https://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/
koepplin1974bd1/0084/image)

Fig. 1. Example of scanned page

Fig. 2. Example of digitized text

3.2. Incorrect Artwork Title Boundary Detection

Often, artworks have long and descriptive titles, e.g.,
a painting by Van Gogh titled ‘Head of a peasant
woman with dark cap’. If this title is mentioned in text
without any formatting indicators, it is likely that the
boundaries may be wrongly identified and the named
entity be tagged as ‘Head of a peasant woman’, which
is also the title of a different painting by Van Gogh.
In fact, Van Gogh had created several paintings with
this title in different years. For such titles, it is com-

https://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/koepplin1974bd1/0084/image
https://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/koepplin1974bd1/0084/image
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mon that location or time indicators are appended to
the titles (by the collectors or curators of museums) in
order to differentiate the artworks. However, such in-
dicators are not a part of the original title and should
not be included within the scope of the named entity.
On the other hand, for the painting titled ‘Black Cir-
cle (1924)’ the phrase ‘(1924)’ is indeed a part of the
original title and should be tagged as such. There are
many other ambiguities for artwork titles, particularly
for older works that are typically present in art histori-
cal archives.

3.3. Incorrect Type Tagging of Artwork Title

Even when the boundaries of the artwork titles are
identified correctly, they might be tagged as the wrong
entity type. This is especially true for the artworks that
are directly named after the person whom they depict.
The most well-known example is that of ‘Mona Lisa’,
which refers to the person as well as the painting by
Da Vinci that depicts her. There are many other exam-
ples such as Picasso’s ‘Jaqueline’, which is a portrait
of his wife Jaqueline Rogue. Numerous old paintings
are portraits of the prominent personalities of those
times and are named after them such as ‘King George
III’, ‘King Philip II of Spain’, ‘Queen Anne’ and so on.
Many painters and artists also have their self-portraits
named after them — such artwork titles are likely to
be wrongly tagged as the person type in the absence of
contextual clues. Apart from names of persons, paint-
ings may also be named after locations such as ‘Paris’,
‘New York’, ‘Grand Canal, Venice’ and so on and may
be incorrectly tagged as location.

3.4. Nested Named Entities

Yet another type of ambiguity involving both in-
correct boundaries and wrong tagging can occur in
the context of nested named entities, where paintings
with long titles contain phrases that match with other
named entities. Consider the title ‘Lambeth Palace
seen through an arch of Westminster Bridge’ which is
an artwork by English painter Daniel Turner. In this
title, ‘Lambeth Palace’ and ‘Westminster Bridge’ are
both separately identified as named entities of type lo-
cation, however, the title as a whole is not tagged as
any named entity at all by the default SpaCy NER
tool. Due to the often descriptive nature of artwork ti-
tles, it is quite common to encounter person or loca-
tion named entities embedded within the artwork titles
which lead to confusion and errors in the detection of

the correct artwork entity. Therefore, careful and cor-
rect boundary detection for the entities is imperative
for good performance9.

The above examples demonstrate the practical dif-
ficulties for automatic identification of artwork titles.
In our dataset, we encountered many additional er-
rors due to noisy text of scanned art historical archives
as already illustrated in Fig. 2 that cannot be elimi-
nated without manual efforts. Due to the innate com-
plexity of this task, NER models need to be trained
with domain-specific named entity annotations, such
that the models can learn important textual features to
achieve the desired results. We discuss in detail our
approach for generating annotations for NER from a
large corpus of art related documents in the next sec-
tion.

4. Generating Training Data for Artwork Titles

In this section we discuss our three stage frame-
work for generating high-quality training data for the
NER task without the need for manual annotations
(Fig. 3). These techniques were geared towards tack-
ling the challenges presented by noisy corpora that are
typical of art historical archives, although they can be
applicable for other domains as well. The framework
can take structured or unstructured data as input and
progressively add and refine annotations for artwork
named entities. A set of training datasets is obtained at
the end of each stage, with the final annotated dataset
being the best performing version. While the artwork
titles are multi-lingual, we focus on English texts in
this work and plan to extend to further languages in fu-
ture efforts. We describe the three stages of the frame-
work and the output datasets at each stage.

4.1. Stage I - Dictionary-based matching for
labelling artwork titles

In the first stage, we aimed to match and correctly
tag the artworks present in our corpus as named en-
tities with the help of entity dictionaries to obtain
highly precise annotations. Apart from extracting the
existing artwork titles from the structured part of the
WPI dataset (1,075 in total), we leveraged other cul-
tural resources that have been integrated into the public
knowledge bases such as Wikidata, as well as linked

9Details on how our approach handles this complexity are pre-
sented in Section 4.1
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Fig. 3. Overview of the framework

open data resources such as the Getty vocabularies
for creating these dictionaries. As a first step, we col-
lected available resources from Wikidata to generate
a large entity dictionary or gazetteer of artwork ti-
tles in an automatic way. To generate the entity dic-
tionary for titles, Wikidata was queried with the Wiki-
data Query Service10 for names of artworks, specifi-
cally for names of paintings and sculptures. Since our
input dataset was inherently multilingual, there were
many instances where the original non-English titles
of paintings were mentioned in the texts. In order to
match such titles, we added all the alternate names
of the paintings and sculptures to our list belonging
to the 7 major languages present in the dataset apart
from English (French, German, Italian, Dutch, Span-
ish, Swedish and Danish). A large variety of artwork
titles were obtained from Wikidata, with the shortest
title belonging to a painting being just a few characters
(‘C-B-1’), while the longest title having 221 characters
in total (‘Predella Panel Representing the Legend of St.
Stephen ... ’). It was noticed that quite a few of the ti-
tles having only one word were highly generic, for in-
stance, ‘Italian’, ‘Winter’, ‘Landscape’, ‘Portrait’ etc.
Matching with such titles was contributing to errors in
the annotation process, since common words in the de-
scription of the artworks were being wrongly tagged
as the artwork named entity. In order to maintain high
precision of annotations in the first stage, the titles hav-

10https://query.wikidata.org/

ing only one word were removed from the list even at
the slight expense of missed tags for some valid art-
work titles. Since several artwork titles are identical to
location names such as ‘Germania’, ‘Olympia’ which
can lead to errors while tagging the named entity to
the correct type, such titles were also ignored. Over-
all, just around 5% of the titles were removed in this
manner. A combined list of approximately 15,000 ti-
tles in different languages was obtained, the majority
of the titles being in English. The large variety and am-
biguity observed in the titles extracted from Wikidata
further confirmed that the NER for artwork titles is a
non-trivial task. Due to inconsistencies in the capital-
ization of the words in the title found on Wikidata, as
well as in the mention of titles in our dataset, the titles
had to be uniformly lower-cased to enable matching.
The annotations obtained from the combined WPI and
Wikidata entity dictionary resulted in the first version
of the training dataset, referred to as WPI-WD.

Furthermore, we explored the Getty vocabularies,
such as CONA and ULAN, that contain structured and
hand-curated terminology for the cultural heritage do-
main and are designed to facilitate shared research for
digital art resources. The Cultural Objects Named Au-
thority (CONA) vocabulary11 comprises titles of works
of art and architecture. Since these are contributed and
compiled by an expert user community, these titles

11Getty CONA (2017), http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/
vocabularies/cona, accessed October 2020.

https://query.wikidata.org/
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/cona
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/cona
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are highly precise and can lead to good quality anno-
tations. A total of 3,013 CONA titles were added to
the entity dictionary. The Union List of Artist Names
(ULAN)12 contains names of artists, architects, studios
and other bodies. We mainly extracted artist names
from this list (899,758 in total) and tagged them in
our corpus via matching, with the motivation of pro-
viding additional context for the identification of art-
work titles through pattern learning. Different versions
of the dataset were generated after the iterative en-
hancements in annotations by the use of CONA titles
and ULAN names, referred to as WPI-WD-CONA and
WPI-WD-CONA-ULAN respectively.

In all cases, the simple technique of matching the
dictionary items over the words in our dataset to tag
them as artwork entities did not yield reasonable re-
sults. This was mainly due to the generality of the ti-
tles. As an example, consider the painting title ‘three
girls’. If this phrase would be searched over the en-
tire corpus, there could be many incorrect matches
where the text would perhaps be used to describe
some artwork instead of referring to the actual title.
To circumvent this issue of false positives, we first ex-
tracted named entities of all categories as identified by
a generic NER model (details in section 5.2). There-
after, those extracted named entities that were success-
fully matched with an artwork title in the entity dictio-
nary, were considered as artworks and their category
was explicitly tagged as artwork. Even though some
named entities were inadvertently missed with this ap-
proach, it facilitated the generation of high-precision
annotations from the underlying dataset from which
the NER model could learn useful features.

Improving Named Entity Boundaries. As discussed
in Section 3.2, there can be many ambiguities due to
partial matching of artwork titles. Due to the limita-
tions of the naive NER model, there were many in-
stances where only a part of the full title of artwork
was recognized as a named entity from the text, thus it
was not tagged correctly as such. To improve the recall
of the annotations, we attempted to identify the partial
matches and extend the boundaries of the named enti-
ties to obtain the complete and correct titles for each
of the datasets obtained by dictionary matching. For a
given text, a separate list of matches with the artwork
titles in the entity dictionary over the entire text were
maintained as spans (starting and ending character off-

12Getty ULAN (2017), http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/
vocabularies/ulan, accessed October 2020.

sets), in addition to the extracted named entities. It is
to be noted that the list of spans included many false
positives due to matching of generic words and phrases
that were not named entities. The overlaps between the
two lists were considered, if a span was a super-set of
a named entity, the boundary of the identified named
entity was extended as per the span offsets. For ex-
ample, consider the nested named entity from the text
“..The subject of the former (inv. 3297) is not Christ
before Caiaphas, as stated by Birke and Kertesz, but
Christ before Annas..” , the named entities ‘Christ’,
‘Caiaphas’ and ‘Annas’ were separately identified ini-
tially. However, they were correctly updated to ‘Christ
before Caiaphas’ and ‘Christ before Annas’ as artwork
entities after the boundary corrections, thus resolving
the particularly challenging issue of missing or wrong
tagging for nested named entities. Through this tech-
nique, many missed mentions of artwork titles were
added to the training datasets generated in this stage,
thus improving the recall of the annotations and the
overall quality of the datasets.

4.2. Stage II - Filtering with Snorkel Labelling
Functions

Identification of artwork titles as named entities
from unstructured and semi-structured text can be
aided with the help of patterns found in the text. To
leverage these patterns, we use Snorkel, an open source
system that enables the training of models without
hand labeling the training data [33] with the help of
a set of labelling functions and patterns. It combines
user-written labelling functions and learns their quality
without access to ground truth data. Using heuristics,
Snorkel is able to estimate which labelling functions
provide high or low quality labels and combines these
decisions to a final label for every sentence. This func-
tionality is used for deciding whether an annotated sen-
tence is of high-quality, such that it is retained in the
training data while the low-quality sentences can be fil-
tered out. Since the training dataset contained a num-
ber of noisy sentences that are detrimental to model
training, Snorkel helped in reducing the noise by iden-
tifying and filtering out these sentences, while at the
same time increasing the quality of the training data.

Based on the characteristics of the training data, a
set of seven labelling functions were defined to cap-
ture observed patterns. For example, one such labelling
function expresses that a sentence is of high-quality
if it contains the phrase “attributed to” that is pre-
ceded by a artwork annotation and also succeeded by

http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/ulan
http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/ulan
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Fig. 4. Getting annotated sentences from Wikipedia

a person annotation. This pattern matches many sen-
tences containing painting descriptions in auction cat-
alogues, which make up a large part of our dataset. An-
other labelling function expresses that a sentence is a
low-quality sentence, if it contains less than 5 tokens.
With this pattern many noisy sentences are removed
that were created either by OCR errors as described
in Section 3 or by sentence splitting errors that were
caused due to erroneous punctuation. By only retain-
ing the sentences that are labeled as high-quality by
Snorkel, the amount of training data is drastically re-
duced, as can be seen in Table 2. The resulting datasets
include annotations of higher quality that can be used
to more efficiently train an NER model while reduc-
ing the noise. As an example, in the case of the WPI-
WD dataset (that contains annotations obtained from
matching titles in the combined entity list from WPI
titles and Wikidata titles), using Snorkel reduces the
number of sentences to 3.2% of the original size, while
only reducing the number of artwork annotations to
25.5% of the previous number.

At the end of this stage, we obtained high-quality,
shrunk down versions of all three training datasets
that led to improved performance of the NER models
trained on them.

4.3. Stage III - Enhancements with Silver Standard
Training Data

Despite efforts for high precision in stage I, one of
the major limitations of generating named entity anno-
tations from art historical archives is the presence of
errors in the training data. Since the input dataset con-
sists of noisy text, it is inevitable that there would be

Table 2
Statistics of Datasets

Training Dataset Sentences Annotations Unique entities

Ontonotes5 185,254 1,650

WPI-WD 13,383,185 1,933,119 36,720
WPI-WD-CONA 13,383,185 1,951,070 37,271
WPI-WD-CONA-ULAN 13,383,185 1,875,711 36,715

WPI-WD (Snorkel) 437,026 492,192 21,838
WPI-WD-CONA (Snorkel) 436,953 496,591 22,027
WPI-WD-CONA-ULAN (Snorkel) 433,154 482,562 21,684

Wikipedia 1,628 1,835 587

Combined Annotated Dataset 434,782 484,397 22,271

errors in the matching of artwork titles as well as in the
recognition of the entity boundaries. To enable an NER
model to further learn the textual indicators present in
the dataset for identification of artworks, in this stage
we augmented our best performing training dataset
with clean and well-structured silver standard13 an-
notations derived from Wikipedia articles that proved
very useful for NER training. To find such sentences,
firstly, we searched for the Wikipedia pages of all the
artwork titles in English wherever applicable; a total
of 2,808 pages were found. We then extracted the rel-
evant sentences that mentioned the artwork title from
these pages. To obtain more sentences, we also lever-
aged the link structure of Wikipedia and mined rel-
evant sentences from the different Wikipedia articles
that, in turn, referred to a Wikipedia article of an art-
work. Several previous works have utilized the anchor
texts and the tagged categories present in Wikipedia

13The examples are not manually annotated by experts but the an-
notations are derived in an automatic fashion, therefore silver stan-
dard data is often lower in quality compared to gold standard data.
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articles to transform sentences into named entity anno-
tations [74–76]. We followed a somewhat similar ap-
proach — for each Wikipedia page referring to an art-
work, the back-links, i.e. the URLs of the pages that
referred to this page were collected. The pages were
searched for the relevant sentences that contained an
outgoing link to the Wikipedia page of the artwork,
while also making sure that anchor text of the outgo-
ing link was identical to the title of the artwork. These
sentences were extracted and the anchor texts of the
sentences was tagged as an artwork, serving as accu-
rate annotations for this category. In this stage, a total
of 1,628 sentences were added as silver standard an-
notation data to the training set. The process is illus-
trated in Fig. 4. This data provided correct and precise
textual patterns that were highly indicative of the art-
work titles and led to a considerable boost in training
data quality. This dataset was augmented to the best
performing dataset obtained from the previous stages
(WPI-WD-CONA-ULAN (Snorkel)) to generate a com-
bined annotated dataset as the final result of the frame-
work.

5. Evaluation and Results

In this section, we discuss the details of our experi-
mental setup and present the performance results of the
NER models when trained on the annotated datasets
generated with our approach.

5.1. Experimental Setup

The input dataset to our framework consisted of
art-related texts in many different languages includ-
ing English, French, German, Italian, Dutch, Span-
ish, Swedish and Danish among others. After remov-
ing all non-English texts and performing initial pre-
processing, including the removal of erroneous char-
acters, the dataset included both partial sentences such
as artwork size related entries as well as well-formed
sentences describing the artworks. This noisy input
dataset was transformed into annotated NER data
through the three stages of our framework as described
in Section 4.

In order to evaluate and compare the impact on NER
performance with improvements in quality of the train-
ing data, we trained two well-known machine learning
based NER models, spaCy and Flair, for the new entity
type artwork on different variants of training data as
shown in Table 2 and measured their performance.

5.2. Baselines

None of the existing NER systems can identify titles
of artworks as named entities out-of-the-box. While
previous works such as [15] and [14] consider a broad
‘art’ entity type, they do not include paintings and
sculptures which are the primary focus of this work.
Thus, these could not serve as baselines for compar-
ison. The closest NER category to artwork titles was
found in the Ontonotes5 dataset14 as work_of_art. This
category refers not only to artworks such as paintings
and sculptures, but also covers a large variety of cul-
tural heritage objects including movies, plays, books,
songs etc. In this work, we seek to perform NER for
a particular subset of this category, i.e. paintings and
sculptures. Therefore, we aim to train the NER models
to perform the complex task of learning the features
for paintings and sculptures, while at the same time
separating them from other cultural heritage objects
such as book, music etc.15. For the lack of alternatives,
we have leveraged the work_of_art NER category in
our work for setting up a naive baseline in which the
training was performed on more general annotations.
With this baseline, we will compare the improvements
in NER performance obtained by retraining the tools
on our semi-automatically generated corpus with the
specialized artwork entity type.

To quantify the performance gains from annotations
obtained at each stage, spaCy and Flair NER models
were re-trained on each of the generated datasets for a
limited number of epochs (as per computational con-
straints), with the training data batched and shuffled
before every iteration. In each case, the performance
of the re-trained NER models was compared with the
baseline NER model (the pre-trained model without
any specific annotations for artwork titles). As the un-
derlying Ontonotes dataset does not have artwork an-
notations, the named entity type artwork was not ap-
plicable for the baseline models of spaCy and Flair.
Therefore, a match with the entity type work_of_art
was considered as a true positive during the evalua-
tions. In the absence of a gold standard dataset for
NER for artwork titles, we performed manual annota-
tions and generated a test dataset on which the models
could be suitably evaluated.

14https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2013T19
15Further analysis with examples is presented in Section 6.2 while

discussing the results.

https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2013T19
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SpaCy. The spaCy16 library is popular for many nat-
ural language processing tasks including named en-
tity recognition. SpaCy text processing tools were em-
ployed for tokenization and chunking of the texts be-
fore the identification of the named entities. The pre-
trained English model of spaCy has been trained on the
Ontonotes5 dataset which consists of different types
of texts including telephone conversations, news-wire,
newsgroups, broadcast news etc. Since this dataset
is considerably different from historical art document
collections, the pre-trained NER model showed poor
performance for named entity recognition in the cul-
tural heritage domain, even for the common named
entity types (person, location and organization). With
regards to artwork titles, very few were identified as
named entities and many among those were wrongly
tagged as names of persons or locations, instead of be-
ing correctly categorized as work_of_art. With the pre-
trained spaCy NER model as baseline, the model was
trained on the datasets for 10 epochs each and the per-
formance evaluated.

Flair. Similar to spaCy, Flair [77] is another widely
used deep-learning based NLP library that provides
an NER framework in the form of a sequence tagger,
pre-trained with the Ontonotes5 dataset. The best con-
figuration reported by the authors for the Ontonotes
dataset, was re-trained with a limited number of epochs
in order to define a baseline to compare against the
datasets proposed in this paper. The architecture of the
sequence tagger for the baseline was configures to use
stacked GloVe and Flair forward and backward em-
beddings [49, 78]. For training the model the following
values were assigned to the tagger hyper-parameters:
learning rate was set to 0.1, and the number of epochs
was limited to 10. These values and the network ar-
chitecture were kept throughout all the experiments in
order to achieve a fair comparison among the training
sets.

It is to be noted that the techniques for improving the
quality of NER training data that are proposed in this
work are independent of the NER model used for the
evaluation. Thus, spaCy and Flair can be substituted
with other re-trainable NER systems.

5.3. Manual Annotations for Test Dataset

To generate a test dataset, a set of texts were chosen
at random from the dataset, while making sure that this

16spaCy: https://spacy.io/

text was representative of the different types of docu-
ment collections in the overall corpus. This test data
consisted of 544 entries (with one or more sentences
per entry) and was carefully excluded from the training
dataset such that there was no entity overlap between
the two. The titles of paintings and sculptures men-
tioned in this data were manually identified and tagged
as named entities of artwork type. The annotations
were performed by two non-expert annotators (from
among the authors) independently of each other in 3−4
person hours with the help of the Enno17 tool and their
respective annotations were compared afterwards. The
task of manual annotation was found challenging due
to the inherent ambiguities in the dataset (Section 3)
and lack of domain expertise. The annotators disagreed
on the tagging of certain phrases as titles on multiple
occasions. For example, in the text snippet “An ear-
lier, independent watercolor of almost the same view
can be dated to circa 1830 (Stadt Bernkastel-Kues;
see C. Powell, Turner in Germany, exhibition cata-
logue, London, Tate Gallery, 1995-96, pp. 108-9, no-
23> illustrated in color)..”, the artwork mention ‘Stadt
Bernkastel-Kues’ was missed by one of the annota-
tors. The correct boundaries of the artworks was also
disagreed in some cases, such as in the text “Claude
Monet, Rouen Cathedral, Facade, 1894, Oil on canvas
[W.1356], Museum of Fine Arts, Boston” - the artwork
title could be ‘Rouen Cathedral, Facade’ or ‘Rouen
Cathedral’. It was difficult to correctly tag these art-
work mentions without having expert knowledge of
the art domain, especially with regard to the particular
period of art. Due to these reasons, the inter-annotator
agreement was quite low. The Fleiss’ kappa [79] and
Krippendorff’s alpha [80] scores were calculated as -
1.86 and 0.61 respectively. (A negative Fleiss’ kappa
score indicates poor agreement, while Krippendorff’s
alpha values for data should be above 0.667 to be con-
sidered useful.) The poor inter-annotator agreement re-
flected by these scores reaffirmed that the task of an-
notating the artwork titles is difficult, even for humans.
Only experts in the particular artwork collections could
have perhaps identified the artworks correctly, how-
ever such expertise is rarely available or even practi-
cal. Therefore, in order to obtain the gold standard test
dataset for the evaluation of NER models, the disagree-
ments were manually sorted out with the help of web
search to the best of our understanding and a total of
144 entities were positively tagged as artwork.

17https://github.com/HPI-Information-Systems/enno

https://github.com/HPI-Information-Systems/enno
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5.4. Evaluation Metrics

The performance of NER systems is generally mea-
sured in terms of precision, recall and F1 scores. The
correct matching of a named entity involves the match-
ing of the boundaries of the entity (in terms of charac-
ter offsets in text) as well as the tagging of the named
entity to the correct category. The strict F1 scores
for NER evaluation were used in the CoNNL 2003
shared task,18 where the entities’ boundaries were
matched exactly. The MUC NER task19 allowed for re-
laxed evaluation based on the matching of left or right
boundary of an identified named entity. In this work,
the evaluation of NER was performed only for art-
work entities and therefore, it was sufficient to check
only for the boundary matches of the identified enti-
ties. Since there are many ambiguities involved with
entity boundaries of artwork titles, as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2, we evaluated the NER models with both strict
metrics based on exact boundary match, as well as
the relaxed metrics based on partial boundary matches.
The relaxed F1 metric allowed for comparison of the
entities despite errors due to wrong chunking of the
named entities in the text. Precision, recall, as well as
F1 scores obtained for the NER models trained with
different training dataset variants are shown in Table 3.

6. Analysis and Discussion

The results demonstrated definitive improvement in
performance for the NER models that were trained
with annotated data as compared to the baseline per-
formance. Since the relaxed metrics allowed for flexi-
ble matching of the boundaries of the identified titles,
they were consistently better than the strict matching
scores for all cases. The training data obtained from
Stage I i.e. the dictionary based matching, enabled an
improvement in NER performance due to the benefit
of domain-specific and entity-specific annotations gen-
erated from the Wikidata entity dictionaries and Getty
vocabularies, along with the boost from additional an-
notations by the correction of entity boundaries. Fur-
ther, the refinement of the training datasets obtained
with the help of Snorkel labelling functions in Stage II
led to better training of the NER models reflecting in
their higher performance especially in terms of recall.

18https://www.clips.uantwerpen.be/conll2003/ner/
19https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_projects/muc/proceedings/

muc_7_proceedings/overview.html

To gauge the benefits from the silver standard annota-
tions from Wikipedia sentences, a model was trained
only on these sentences(Stage III). It can be seen that
the performance of this model was quite high despite
the small size of the dataset, indicating the positive im-
pact of the quality of the annotations. The NER models
re-trained on the combined annotated training dataset
obtained through our framework, consisting of all the
annotations obtained from the three stages, showed the
best overall performance with significant improvement
across all metrics, particularly in terms of recall. This
indicates that the models were able to maintain the pre-
cision of the baseline while being able to find much
more entities in the test dataset. The encouraging re-
sults demonstrate the importance of training on high-
quality annotation datasets for named entity recogni-
tion. Our approach to generate such annotations in a
semi-automated manner from a domain-specific cor-
pus is an important contribution towards this direction.
Moreover, the remarkable improvement for NER per-
formance achieved for a novel and challenging named
entity of type artwork, proves the effectiveness of our
approach.

We have released20 the annotated datasets as well
as the NER models trained on these datasets for the
benefit of the research community and to foster further
efforts in this direction. Since the annotations in this
dataset have been derived from public datasets such as
Getty and Wikipedia, it is expected that the annotations
would lean more towards the popular artwork names
that were found in these resources i.e. there might be
a certain skew towards the popular mentions and bias
against the less known artwork names. However, mod-
ern NER models including spaCy and Flair that are
trained on this dataset would learn to identify the tex-
tual patterns related to the labeled annotations on art-
works, as discussed earlier. As such, once these mod-
els are trained, having learnt the useful features during
the training, they should be able to identify the men-
tion of any artwork, whether famous or less-known,
merely based on the context. Thus, in our view the
NER models trained on these datasets are not expected
to have any significant bias towards the popular art-
works and would be useful for both domain experts
and non-experts.

In the remainder of this section we study the impact
of the size of the training data on the models’ perfor-
mance, as well as present a detailed discussion on error
analysis.

20https://github.com/HPI-Information-Systems/art-ner-dataset

https://www.clips.uantwerpen.be/conll2003/ner/
https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_projects/muc/proceedings/muc_7_proceedings/overview.html
https://www-nlpir.nist.gov/related_projects/muc/proceedings/muc_7_proceedings/overview.html
https://github.com/HPI-Information-Systems/art-ner-dataset
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Table 3
Performance of NER Model Trained on Different Datasets

Training Dataset Stage
spaCy Flair

Strict Relaxed Strict Relaxed
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Default Unannotated (baseline) – .14 .06 .08 .22 .08 .12 .22 .04 .07 .29 .05 .09

WPI-WD I .24 .23 .23 .41 .42 .41 .03 .05 .04 .06 .09 .07
WPI-WD-CONA I .27 .26 .26 .43 .45 .44 .04 .08 .06 .08 .14 .10
WPI-WD-CONA-ULAN I .28 .26 .27 .48 .45 .46 .05 .08 .07 .09 .14 .11

WPI-WD (Snorkel) II .31 .28 .30 .50 .49 .50 .07 .12 .08 .12 .21 .15
WPI-WD-CONA (Snorkel) II .31 .31 .31 .53 .51 .52 .07 .11 .08 .13 .22 .17
WPI-WD-CONA-ULAN (Snorkel) II .32 .33 .33 .55 .51 .53 .09 .16 .11 .14 .24 .18

Wikipedia III .17 .13 .15 .38 .30 .34 .12 .34 .17 .21 .61 .31
Combined Annotated Dataset All .46 .41 .43 .68 .62 .65 .21 .45 .29 .28 .59 .38

Table 4
Performance of NER Models Trained on Different Dataset Sizes

Dataset Size
spaCy Flair

Strict Relaxed Strict Relaxed
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

5% .17 .12 .14 .24 .37 .30 .08 .12 .09 .23 .34 .27
10% .24 .16 .20 .27 .40 .33 .12 .23 .16 .21 .43 .28
15% .27 .28 .27 .35 .38 .36 .18 .37 .24 .24 .48 .32
20% .31 .30 .30 .36 .40 .38 .15 .29 .20 .24 .45 .32
25% .32 .34 .33 .42 .45 .43 .16 .27 .20 .25 .42 .31
50% .36 .39 .37 .48 .55 .51 .17 .40 .24 .24 .57 .34
75% .39 .38 .39 .55 .54 .55 .15 .29 .20 .27 .51 .35
100% .46 .41 .43 .68 .62 .65 .21 .45 .29 .28 .59 .38

6.1. Impact of Training Data Size

To inspect the effect of the size of the generated
training data on NER performance, we varied the
dataset size and performed the model training on pro-
gressively increasing sizes of training data. We ran-
domly sampled smaller sets from the overall training
dataset in the range 5 per cent to 100 per cent and plot-
ted the performance scores of the trained models (av-
eraged over 10 iterations) as shown in Fig. 5. The de-
tailed scores are shown in Table 4. It can be seen that
all the scores show a general upward trend as the train-
ing data size increases. The best scores were achieved
with the entire training dataset that was obtained as
output from the framework. This suggests that if the
training dataset is further enlarged, the performance of
the models trained with it will likely improve.

25 50 75 100
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Per cent training data

F1
Sc

or
e

Strict SpaCy
Relaxed SpaCy

Strict Flair
Relaxed Flair

Fig. 5. NER performance with different training data sizes

6.2. Error Analysis

A closer inspection of the performance of NER
models revealed interesting insights. Some example
annotations performed by the best-trained Spacy NER
model are shown in Table 5. As discussed in Section 3,
it is intrinsically hard to identify mentions of artworks
from the digitized art archives. The noise present in the
text further exacerbates the problem. In the supervised
learning setting, a neural network model is expected to
learn patterns based on the annotations that are fed to it
during the training phase. Based on this fact, the third
stage of our framework incorporates the silver standard
sentences from Wikipedia so as to provide clean and
precise artwork annotations. From such annotations,
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Table 5
Analysis of extracted artwork titles

# Text with true title underlined Extracted title Category

1 Figure 39. On the Terrace. Panel, 17.7 x 18 cm. The Cleveland Museum of Art,
Bequest of Clara Louise Gehring Bickford, 1986.68. Photo: Courtesy of the Mu-
seum.

On the Terrace True Positive

2 . . . as in End of a Gambling Quarrel (Fig. 45), where the furniture is overturned,
one chair projecting to the very picture surface, and the cards are strewn . . .

End of a Gambling Quarrel True Positive

3 He owned a painting entitled The Little Nephew of Rameau (1858), a rare in-
stance of Meissonier making a literary allusion.

The Little Nephew of Rameau True Positive

4 Figure 34. The Inn Door in the Saint-Germain Forest. Panel, 17 x 23 cm. Paris,
Musee d’Orsay.

The Inn Door Partial Match

5 Among the other works in Davis’s private collection was
The Grand Canal with Ca’ Pesaro by Francesco Guardi, sold at Christie’s,
London.

The Grand Canal Partial Match

6 The writings of contemporaries like Alexandre Dumas, whose The Three Muske-
teers was published as a novel in 1844 and performed as a play in 1845 . . .

The Three Musketeers False Positive

7 Property from the Collection of William And Eleanor Wood Prince, CHICAGO,
ILLINOIS

William And Eleanor Wood Prince False Positive

8 . . . from the distinguished collection of Mrs Walter Jones, the widow of Walter H.
Jones. Her other loans included the Red Rigi (no. 891), the Blue Rigi (no. 895),
Venice, Mouth of the Grand Canal (no. 899) and Mainz and Castel (no. 904).

— False Negative

9 Like the crumpled paper and feather broken from a pen in Young Man Working or
the green leaf fallen from the fruit plate in The Confidence.

— False Negative

the model could learn the textual patterns that are in-
dicative of the mention of an artwork title. An evalua-
tion of the annotations performed by model on our test
dataset shows that the model was indeed able to learn
such patterns. For example, in Text 1 from an exhibi-
tion catalogue, the model was able to identify the ti-
tle ‘On the Terrace’ correctly. Similarly, from Text 2,
the title ‘End of a Gambling Quarrel’ was identified.
It can be seen from these examples that the model is
able to understand cues such as the presence of ‘Fig-
ure’ or ‘Fig.’ in the vicinity of the title. Not only this,
the model is able to understand that textual patterns
such as ‘..a painting entitled...’ are usually followed by
the title of the artwork, as shown in Text 3.

Even after performing the checking of the entity
boundaries during the generation of the annotation
dataset, the model still made errors in entity recogni-
tion in terms of marking the boundaries. This is illus-
trated by Text 4 and 5 in Table 5. Given the particular
use case of noisy art collections and the ambiguities in-
herent in artwork titles, this is indeed a hard problem to
tackle. Similar boundary errors were also made by the
human annotators. The relaxed metrics consider par-
tial matches as positive matches and favour the trained
NER model in such cases.

There were also a few interesting instances where
the model wrongly identified a named entity of a dif-

ferent type as artwork. This is likely to happen when
the entity is of a similar type, such as the title of a book
or a play, such as in Text 6. Due to the fact that books
and other cultural objects such as plays, films, music
often occur in similar contexts, the NER model finds
it particularly hard to separate mentions of paintings
and sculptures from the other types of artwork men-
tions. This is indeed a challenging problem that could
likely be solved only with manual efforts by domain
experts to obtain gold standard annotations for train-
ing. In some cases, the names of persons is mislead-
ing to the model and wrongly tagged as artwork, such
as in Text 7. Finally, Texts 8 and 9 show some exam-
ples where the model simply could not detect the ti-
tles of artworks due to lack of hints or familiar pat-
terns to rely upon. In some cases such mentions were
indeed hard to identify even during the manual annota-
tions and further exploration had been needed for cor-
rect tagging. In spite of the difficulties for this specific
entity type, it is encouraging to note the improvement
of performance of the NER model, making the case
for the usefulness of the generated training data by our
framework.
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Fig. 6. First version of NER demo system

7. NER Demo

We present an on-going effort to build an end user
interface21 that demonstrates the performance of our
proposed approach. The best performing NER model
obtained by re-training on the combined annotated
training dataset is used for annotating named entities,
including the artwork type on sample texts. The demo
includes a few example texts and can also take user
provided texts as input. This system comprises two
components: a front-end graphical interface for facili-
tating user interaction and an annotation service at the
back-end that provides the output from the NER model
to be displayed to the user.

Figure 6 shows the user interface of this system. On
the left is the text area in which an example text is dis-
played. This is also where a user can edit or paste any
texts that need to be annotated. The named entity tags
are then fetched from the trained models at the back-
end, the user can choose to display the results from the
Flair model or the default spaCy model. After the re-
sults are fetched, all the identified named entities in the
text are highlighted by their respective type of named
entity labels. The labels are explained on the right and
highlighted with different colors for clarity and easy

21https://hpi.de/naumann/sites/wpi_demo/demo

identification of the entity types. The demo can be ex-
plored with a few sample texts from the drop down
menu, which will be annotated upon selection. Addi-
tionally, a user can click on any label to hide and un-
hide named entities belonging to this label. We plan to
further enhance this NER demo by enabling users to
upload text files and integrating named entity linking
and relation extraction features in the near future.

8. Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we proposed a framework to gener-
ate a large number of annotations for identifying art-
work mentions from art collections. We motivated the
need for NER training on high-quality annotations and
proposed techniques for generating the relevant train-
ing data for this task in a semi-automated manner. Ex-
perimental evaluations showed that the NER perfor-
mance can be significantly improved by training on
high-quality training data generated with our meth-
ods. This indicates that even for noisy datasets, such
as digitized art archives, supervised NER models can
be trained to perform well. Furthermore, our approach
is not limited to the cultural heritage domain but can
also be adapted for finding fine-grained entity types in
other domains, where there is shortage of annotated

https://hpi.de/naumann/sites/wpi_demo/demo
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training data but raw text and dictionary resources are
available.

As future work, we would like to apply our tech-
niques for named entity recognition to other impor-
tant entities such as auctions, exhibitions and art styles
to facilitate entity-centric text exploration for cultural
heritage resources. Central to the idea of identification
of the mentions of artworks is the task of mapping dif-
ferent mentions of the same artwork or disambigua-
tion of distinct artworks having the same name to their
correct artwork. The task of named entity linking for
artworks is likewise an interesting challenge for future
efforts, where the identified artworks would need to
be mapped to the corresponding instance on existing
knowledge graphs. It would be also appealing to lever-
age named entities to mine interesting patterns about
artworks and artists, which may facilitate the creation
of a comprehensive knowledge base for this domain.
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